


Kumeyaay (AKA Diegueño ) belongs to the Yuman language family. We are currently  
documenting  the dialects spoken in Baja CA with a grant from the National Science  
Foundation. 



Ke'nápa Tiipay 
Jon Meza 





Lexical Variation Across Six Kumiai Communities  

Our study found lexical variation across six Baja communities, including 
differences in noun or verb roots as well as lexical prefixes: 

ten distinct forms meaning ‘my father’  
four sharing the root -ta(:)t  
five with a root  -ku 

five different forms for ‘head’  
a widely used form llymu with root –mu 
three forms sharing a root -kur 

six distinct forms for ‘small’  based on two different verb roots 
-pi(:)č 
-’aw 

We’ve also found differences at various levels of  the grammar: 
three partially distinct negative constructions 
differences in switch-reference-marking morphology 
different demonstrative clitics  



   It is important to be aware that any materials you make public  
   may affect language revitalization efforts in that community.  

      If  there is no current  standard dialect or orthography, be aware  
      that your work may affect a delicate political balance between  
      possible factions of  the speech community, and can have a  
      powerful impact on the future of  the language involved.  



North American indigenous  languages still spoken:  211 

moribund:    179 (85%) 

not moribund:        32 (15%)   Krauss (1998)  



Intellectual property concerns: 

1. Get consent to record and publish or archive from a governmental  
    body or community elders. 

2. Be aware that the language used may itself  also be considered  
    intellectual property (even if  the  narrative is not.) 



3. Initial negotiations should also include how any resulting materials may be used  
to promote or enhance linguistic and cultural maintenance and/or revitalization efforts. 

Consent forms should clearly reflect the extent to which audio and/or video files might  
possibly be used:   





Rabbit And Frog 
Narrated by Jon Meza Cuero 



Ke'nápa nyuuches.   It’s an old story. 
Nyúuchesa.     It’s old. 
Nyuu,        It’s old, 
nyuu yus 'i,     it’s old, I say, 
ke'nápa nyuuch yus    it’s an old story. 



Lly'aaw nyewally wach,                Rabbit sat in his house, 
nyáama lly'aaw nyewally pin tewácha. Rabbit, in his house, 
   was warm. 



Multimedia vs. Print: some considerations for language  
revitalization 

1.  Allows learners to hear as well as read. This is crucial when  
there are very few speakers. It allows audiences to hear intonation,  
voice quality, and other aspects of  performance which do not  
translate well into a written medium.  If  video is used, the  
audience may also see nonverbal aspects of  traditional  
performance.  



Xa'nyach wi,         Frog said, 
“Ii,           “Gee, 
taarr shuukatt apsiiw!”      It’s very cold outside!” 

(Rabbit said): 
“Shuukáttaa?        “It's cold? 
Uu,           Ooh, 
peyally kewaaylly pin 'ixan tewa.”    it’s nice and warm in here.” 

(Frog said): 
“Uu,          “Ooh, 
shuukatt nyáapa.”       it's cold for me.” 
shally peshiilly,        he was rubbing his hands, 
shally penyaach yu.       he was massaging his hands. 
“Ii shuukatt wáarrta!       “Gee, it's very cold!” 

(Rabbit said): 
“Óo?          “Oh? 
Mamp tempaam aasuum 'ixána.”    Walk around and soon it (will be) all right.” 



2. Multimedia connects pre-literate languages with contemporary  
contexts. In short, it’s sexy to young learners, and their 
opinions matter. 

3. Multimedia is cheaper to produce and distribute than  
professionally printed media such as books. 







Click here to visit this site 



tipaay 

xemaay che’ak 

‘iipa 
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